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The pace of change in our
industry is remarkable, and
this rapid evolution presents
both obstacles and opportunities for advertisers.
Within the past year three changes in particular demand
attention: new features in paid search, the proliferation
of display ad opportunities, and the rising imperative of
attribution between channels.
The shift to more graphical, engaging options on the SERP
began with Universal Search in the organic listings, but
that notion is quickly spreading to the paid listings. RKG
has been on the leading edge of testing and incorporating
features like Sitelinks, Product Extensions, Seller Rating
Extensions and now Product Listing Ads. There is great
benefit to early adoption as the power of these graphical
cues diminishes with proliferation.
The improved reach and controls within display advertising
exchanges has significantly reduced the frictional costs
of managing these programs. Retargeting and behavioral
targeting controls hold tremendous promise for those
advertisers looking for new performance-driven advertising
opportunities. The explosion of Facebook on the scene, reportedly providing 1 out of every 4 display impressions on the web,
and the demographic, geographic, and interest-oriented targeting
options make it an opportunity that demands attention.
However, as the number of channels, advertising types, and
engagement metrics explodes, the need for sophisticated
attribution systems has become apparent as well. We have been
wrestling with these notions since our days as multi-channel
advertisers, and believe our ‘solution’ is smarter than
others available; it is also honest and affordable.
Best wishes for a tremendous 2011. Our work continues to evolve
at an unprecedented pace. We wouldn’t want it any other way.
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Keep up to date on our thoughts and research of
these and other subjects at www.RKGBlog.com.
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Trending Now:
Ecommerce and SEO
The web is shifting rapidly, as technology evolves and the world’s population
of Internet users adapt and modify their needs. Search has seen accelerated
growth over the last two years, at a quicker clip than any time over the last
decade – fueled primarily by innovations at Google.
However, Bing is also pushing innovation
rapidly and was cited in September 2010 by
Google’s CEO Eric Schmidt as their “biggest
problem” and competitor. Schmidt conceded
to the Wall Street Journal that, “Bing is a well
run, highly competitive search engine.” While
Google is dominating market share, they
are keenly watching the Microsoft search
offering’s every move.
But even more importantly, the web
population has driven innovation with increasingly diverse needs. Social media has become
dominated, particularly in the latter part of
2010, by the behemoths of Facebook and
Twitter. But these social sites (the latter of
which would rather call itself an “information
network” than a social network) are clearly a
reflection of users’ changing needs. It remains
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to be seen how things will shake out on the
web: will a few giants in search, social, and
email rule? Or will the web remain a level
playing field in the same manner it has since
the late 1990s?
No one wants to see competing giants like
Apple, Google, Facebook and Microsoft vying
for marketshare at the expense of what’s
best for users. But we are entering a new era
on the web, an important one. Here are four
key trends to watch.
Consumer Focus Shifting to Price

Be sure that the keyword term list has
been expanded to cover any seasonal items
or offerings and unique ways that your
customers may search for your products as
a season approaches.
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Certainly what is important for consumers
has changed dramatically over the past
several years. The web has become identified somewhat as a deals frontier where
price is king and comparison shopping
is fast. For ecommerce companies looking
to stay competitive, price is one way
to differentiate, however that is getting
more difficult.
While brand strength has typically had
a powerful spillover online, consumers are
moving away from brand loyalty towards
price loyalty. Search engine optimization
(SEO) strategies have long benefited from
Google’s algorithmic brand bias. Eric
Schmidt has stated that, “brands are how
you sort out the cesspool” of the web,
where false information thrives and Google
needs to center on relevant results.
However, especially over the last two
years, consumer trends prove that shopping
demand is not driven by brand as much as
it used to be. Today, consumers online are
looking for deals, discounts, incentives,
free shipping, and coupons. We have yet
to see how this will impact SEO, but in the
words of Bob Massa, “search engines follow
users” and this could certainly change the
SEO game in time.
Data released by comScore in Q3 2010
showed that shopping from different retailers, and buying diverse brands (including
generic), have increased 12% and 10%
respectively since Q3 2008.

While Google has aggressively attempted
to disintermediate comparison shopping
engines (CSEs) such as Shopping.com, and
offers its own competing product in Google
Shopping, CSEs have actually gained ground
over the past two years. This reflects the
growing trend in users looking for deals and
discounts online before purchasing.

Core to this trend is the pronounced
desire for free shipping by online shoppers.
While historically free shipping has been a
strong differentiator (used successfully by
companies such as Zappos for years), today
nearly 51% of online shoppers are at least
“somewhat likely” to cancel their entire
order if free shipping is not provided. In
addition, 70% of online shoppers are willing
to pay no more than $4.99 for shipping.
These are important trends that online
retailers would be wise to take action on.

70% of shoppers will only pay $4.99 or less for shipping.

For ecommerce sites not willing or able
to compete on price, it is essential they
differentiate another way. Price discounts
are effective, however, frequent shopper
incentives (Amazon Prime, Zappos VIP,
for example) can work well, as can special
promotions. If price and shipping discounts

www.rimmkaufman.com
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are not feasible, ecommerce teams must ask
themselves how the business will stand out.
Does your customer service go above and
beyond? Do you offer a rich user experience
that stands above the rest? 2011 will be
about standing out in the crowd.
One signal from the 2010 holiday season
was clear. In a smart power move, Wal-Mart
announced free shipping with no online minimum purchase for the entire season. It set a
standard that was soon replicated by many.
Video, Visual Search and
the Next Wave

Numerous studies have shown the power
of video and rich images to enhance our
ability to process information quickly. While
the web was made almost completely in
text (HTML to be precise), that is changing. YouTube today represents the second
largest search engine in the world, and it’s
no surprise: video is how people prefer to
consume certain types of information, and
high-quality video support in modern browsers is the standard. Success with video is
not limited to “My Dog is Crazy!!” types of
throwaway content, either; ecommerce can
benefit markedly from video work.
Statistics cited by Bing note that web
visitors are able to process information up
to 30% more rapidly when it’s provided in
a combination of video and text, rather than
text alone. Additionally, 65% of us are visual
learners, and more likely to digest information and learn from it, in a visual form. Most
types of ecommerce, notably apparel and
products suited to emotional and personal
tastes, excel with visual additions.
There is no doubt that video can be
powerful on the web as a conversion tool,
as well. A comScore study revealed that
when video was included in the shopping
experience, visitors were 64% more likely to
purchase than without it, and stayed on the
site for an additional 2 minutes.

Video power: ecommerce sites should use video to drive sales.

Aside from the on-site shopping experience benefits, video is an extremely productive asset in the SEO toolbox, as well. Video
optimization and syndication offer valuable
opportunities to gain additional visibility on
sites such as YouTube, Vimeo, Facebook,
and the blended search results featured in
Google, Bing, and Yahoo!.
Visual searching and browsing are other
areas to be keenly concerned with. Today’s
bandwidth increases and web technology allow searching to consist of a more visual style
and approach, which provides visitors with
tools that are more efficient for shopping
and comparing products. Bing has explored
this area and released its visual search beta
site, www.bing.com/visualsearch:

Bing’s innovate visual search tool.

Google, too, is keenly interested in visual
search because of the advantages in user
experience that it introduces. Before the
holiday season in 2010, Google announced
the launch of Boutiques.com, a site which
“uses computer vision and machine learning
technology to visually analyze your taste
and match it to items you would like.”1 . But

1 http://googleblog.blogspot.com/2010/11/introducing-boutiques-new-way-to-shop.html
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Boutiques.com goes one step further than
visual search, and creates a focus on ‘curation’ and the ability for visitors to design
their own looks based on popular fashion,
people, and trends.

Google’s Boutiques.com puts visual search and curation
at the forefront.

Innovative ecommerce companies need
to be looking to areas such as video and
visual search to stay on the cutting-edge
of consumer demand. On top of practical
user experience improvements, offering rich
browsing and navigation options opens up
a big world of SEO. Google, Bing, and yet
unknown search engines of the future will
continue to develop increasingly sophisticated visual search offerings.
Trends in Technical SEO

When Google Instant was announced, half
of the SEO community panicked. We didn’t.
Instead, we set about testing the impact
Instant was having on our clients, and found
(to our surprise) that it has had very little
noticeable effect. However, Instant does
have the ability to change the way searchers use Google, so in time this may be a
bigger topic.

When we analyzed the impact Instant had
on SEO for our clients, we looked at the
frequency with which Google sent referrals
based on search query length. The assumption was the long-tail would be deteriorated
as searchers naturally clicked on the first
offerings by Instant, which are normally
1-3 terms in length. That is not the case.
Sampling about 600,000 search visits from
Google across a dozen ecommerce clients
four weeks before Instant (which launched
on September 8, 2010) and four weeks after,
the results showed very little, if any, impact
in query length:

Google Instant has not had an impact on search behavior,
as of yet.

While there is a slight increase in 1 and 2
word queries after Instant (in red), 3 word
queries have risen. There is a slight decrease
in 4 word queries, but the data shows a relatively flat change across the entire profile of
term length.
In our experience, Google’s algorithm
change termed “May Day” has had a much
more pronounced, even profound, impact on
SEO. Ecommerce companies will do well to
focus on offering unique, high-quality content
and resources, as well as custom-written
product text (where feasible) in answer to the
quality standards May Day imposes.
Bing, on the other hand, is still trying to
play catch-up with Google’s superior technology, especially when it comes to crawling
and indexing speed and efficiency. Bing
officially supports the “rel canonical” meta
tag, which handles duplicate content issues,

www.rimmkaufman.com
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as of February, 2011, a full two years after
Google announced its support. With the
launch, Bing will be unable to offer support
for cross-domain rel canonical implementations, however, and we doubt that support
will ever be coming.
The rel canonical meta tag was designed
to alleviate duplicate content issues caused
by myriad scenarios where a permanent
redirect, or 301, was not the correct choice.
Unfortunately, Bing is still quite slow to
handle 301s properly, and requires up to
two or three crawls to successfully update
their index. This is a serious problem when
moving URLs, and it’s also an issue when
dealing with duplicate content. The best tool
to use at Bing for duplicate content is their
parameter handling tool, available in the
Bing Webmaster Console (a free tool similar
to Google’s Webmaster Tools).
Technical SEO issues caused by ecommerce sorting, pagination, and faceted
navigation features will continue to create
performance headaches in organic search.
It is essential that SEO teams tackle this
problem strategically and with the correct
approach; too often we’ve seen the result
of a poor rel canonical implementation that
costs ecommerce sites time and money,
because it creates, rather than solves, the
problem at hand. Parameter handling, rel
canonical, meta noindex, and several other
techniques are all potential candidates and

their precise use is essential in handling
duplicate content.
As of press time, Google had announced
the support for a source attribution meta
tag that will solve duplication issues for
publishers. This may have impact for ecommerce sites, as well, and we’ll continue to
watch this area.
Looking Forward to 2011

While Google is the top dog and should be
of primary focus in SEO, Bing is an important
component of a well-ordered, strategic campaign. In addition to incremental increases
in traffic from Bing, ecommerce sites can
expect a much more shopping-prone demographic: numbers released by Microsoft state
that Bing users are 11% more likely to buy
than the Google user, and 31% more likely
to purchase than the web’s general user. It
is a decidedly “shoppy” demographic that
ecommerce companies should not ignore.
Trends in ecommerce and SEO continue
to surprise. Staying on top of consumer
shopping behavior with discounts and free
shipping, offering rich product pages and
video, and embracing the coming wave of
visual search, will pay dividends. Additionally,
ecommerce teams should pay special attention to duplicate content issues, especially at
the product and search levels, and with faceted navigations. This will continue to be an
important component of SEO for all of 2011.

GUEST AUTHOR

Adam Audette, President, AudetteMedia
adam@audettemedia.com
www.audettemedia.com
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Marketing on Facebook:
Finding the Sweet Spot between Paid
Search and Contextual Advertising

The numbers don’t lie. A new consumer universe is now accessible to
online marketers via Facebook.
At the end of each day, and increasingly all
throughout the day, millions upon millions of
people check their Facebook accounts. With
the advent of the Facebook email client, that
number is just likely to continue to grow.
And as wall posts generate smiles and
chuckles, and new photos of friends and family
far and wide make the world seem smaller
every day, all these millions of eyeballs are
also taking in those ads running on the right
rail of the page. Foods the user likes, authors
they’ve read, pet insurance featuring their
precise breed of dog.
The context of those visits to Facebook is
rich because users supply endless personal
data points when building their profile and
using the site. The 500 million users of
Facebook willingly supply information about
their age, gender, marital status, job history,
school and interests.
With this information, Facebook gives
advertisers the ability to serve ads directly
to their target audience(s) based on demographics or interests. Facebook has also
learned a lesson directly from Google. Just
like AdWords, it is easy to get up and running.
All that is required is a funded business account
which can be set up with a credit card or
monthly billing; then an intuitive interface
guides any advertiser, large or small, through
the process of creating an ad.
What’s core to our business at RKG - and
your success as an online marketer - is

the difficult stuff. Running campaigns with
tight daily budgets. Ensuring that you pique
interest immediately and efficiently, with a
call-to-action that generates qualified traffic.
Selecting the right image that evokes a
response instead of simply displaying your
product. And, of course working to find the
best converting landing page for each audience that you are targeting.

First and Foremost, Get the
Basics Right
No different than PPC,
once the decision
is made to launch a
Facebook campaign,
start with testing your
approach.
Serving multiple ads
to the same target
audience is a good
practice for raising your
click-through-rate and
Facebook makes this
very easy. Facebook
allows the creation of
an ad by duplicating
an existing ad; you can
then test the effectiveness of a different
message on the same
target audience. When

What’s core to our business
at RKG - and your success
as an online marketer - is
the difficult stuff. Running
campaigns with tight daily
budgets. Ensuring that you
pique interest immediately
and efficiently, with a callto-action that generates
qualified traffic. Selecting
the right image that evokes
a response instead of simply
displaying your product. And,
of course working to find the
best converting landing page
for each audience that you
are targeting.
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Core Strategies to Consider
When Launching a Facebook
Campaign
There are several strategies that you can employ with Facebook ads, depending on your
primary goal, based on your desired outcome.
Build up a social media following
and generate many Facebook “likes”.

it comes to updating copy or destination
URLs, the process is fairly straightforward
through the interface. However, a large
quantity of ads can be cumbersome to
change - so one of the first actions RKG
took was to build API access to make bulk
updates and bid changes much easier.
Once the first flight of creative is set, then
the fun begins. Audiences can be targeted
based on location, age, gender, relationship
status, education level and/or interests. In
the “good problem to have” category, well
known to heavy Facebook users, is the preponderance of self-indicated “likes.” This
proactive indication of interests provides a
wealth of targeting data, but be careful: it is
generally good practice to limit the number
or interests you target for each ad. In doing
so, you’ll be able to be more confident in
knowing what groups are reacting positively
to your ad, allowing you to adjust bids with
more accuracy.
It is important to point out that Facebook
also determines an ads relevancy based
on a users comments or status update on
their personal Facebook page. Like Google,
there will be a layer of “relevancy” that
will likely always be determined through a
proprietary algorithm.
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Target friends of people who “like” your
company in addition to targeting broad
interests that are relevant to your product.
This strategy requires relatively aggressive
CPCs to generate a high level of traffic.
This initiative should be treated more
like a branding campaign in terms of
expectations and is not likely to drive high
direct response/ROI. If users are given the
option to “like” your ad, keep in mind that
Facebook charges you the same amount for
every “like” as they do for every redirect to
your actual site, which may or may not be
as valuable depending on your goals.
Test ad copy.

One option is to rotate ads to the same
groups. However, this requires establishing
multiple adgroups with identical “likes” and
interests with different ads - and rotating
active adgroups on a daily or weekly basis.
There is an additional hurdle, as there can be
up to a three-hour lag time for Facebook to
activate ads due to their editorial process.
Test a new audience.

Once the foundation of the campaign
is set – and “likes” and interests are as
targeted as possible – it is then simple to
move beyond the core set of targets to
test new audiences, assessing whether the
message is generating positive, negative,
or no reactions. One benefit Facebook has
over other ad-based bidding channels, such
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as content, is the ability to bid and target
differently to multiple age groups. This exercise will not only broaden your reach, but will
help continue to hone the targeting of your
message, especially the images you choose
to use in your ads.

Like all online marketers, RKG is new to
this game. What is not new is our approach,
and we are testing models so that our clients
will benefit from evolving strategies that are
tested and proven through research and data.

Maximize ROI.

This process, what RKG considers among the
most important in campaign management,
starts with targeting Facebook users that
fit your best customer profile. Then set up
ads to have a unique ad per interest. The
interest then becomes similar to a keyword
in AdWords with trackable results and bids at
a fairly granular level. Facebook’s ability to
target ads based on specific demographics
and “likes” give marketers the ability to target specific groups differently. This unique
channel can provide significant advantages
to those who consider it within their overall
strategy. And just like PPC, there are many
different ways to slice these targets to obtain
the best ROI for your company.
One benefit Facebook has over other ad
based bidding channels such as content is
the ability to bid and target differently to
multiple age groups.
Thus, Facebook is a hybrid between paid
search and contextual ads. On one hand
there is no active searching at the time that
the ad is served; but on the other hand we
know that we’re serving our ad to someone
who has (semi)publicly expressed an interest
in a given subject.

On Avg. FB sees 15%-20% more new to
file customers than non-brand paid search

Facebook gives marketers another channel to drive incremental traffic and sales to
their site, though achieving ROAS goals as
direct response from Facebook ads is challenging. Establishing a new ROAS goal may
be justified given the percentage of new to
file customers in the channel and the ability
to grow social media followers.
Our initial data shows that the Facebook
ratio of new versus existing customers is
15-20% higher than we see in other PPC
channels. The limited long-term data that
we have on file so far suggests that Facebook bidding will continue to be more and
more competitive as more marketers’ buy
into their system. It may prove to be a very
competitive channel in the future. What we
know now is that Facebook is a valid and
evolving avenue to drive incremental growth.

LEARN MORE TODAY. CONTACT

Mia Brennan and David Kennedy, Senior Analysts
mia@rimmkaufman.com
www.rimmkaufman.com

davidk@rimmkaufman.com
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PPC for holidays

Why “Cheap Hotels” Aren’t Cheap
And why “South Boston Luxury Suites” are always
worth the money.

Let’s face it – regardless of whether travel advertisers view Google as a
partner or a competitor, a smart marketer has to be cognizant that over
60% of travel searches originate on one of the search engines. Travel
products need to appear on the search engines for relevant traffic – otherwise, you’ll be missing out on a large piece of the market.
But how do you manage your paid search
program – and more specifically – your
portfolio of keywords to ensure that you’re
capturing your share of the market without
destroying your share of the marketing
budget?
Managing a program’s cost doesn’t start
with the ad copy or the offer; it starts with
your keyword selection. Ensuring that you
have keyword variations for every trip, location, venue or accommodation request is
the name of the game for getting noticed.

the Rimm-Kaufman Group

Understanding the Benefits…
and Pitfalls…of Relying on
Broad Match
At this point, you’re probably thinking, “This
is basic. I’m covered. I get the long tail.“
But do you really grasp the implications
of how you manage and leverage the long
tail in travel? Let’s take a look at exactly
what’s at stake.
Having a robust selection of keywords to
align with potential searches is critical. There
are dramatic cost differences between the

MAXIMIZING ROI ON TRAVEL SEARCH

general, often-appearing ‘head’ terms and
the more specific, geographically-targeted
long tail terms for search. By building out
a robust term list and optimizing spend at
the keyword level across the portfolio, you
can ensure that you’re maximizing return
on investment.
Why are short, general keywords
more expensive?

1. Short, general keywords are easy and
obvious to think of and to build, so more
advertisers have them in their programs.
It takes less time to create 100 1-2 word
keywords than it does to create 1,000 relevant 3-4 word phrases with misspellings,
flight origination locations, trip destinations, specific accommodations, etc.
2. The search engines have a system that
allows advertisers to take the easy way
out of building out the full term list and
still get their ads to show: Broad Match.
But too much faith in Broad Match
leads to more competition on the same
general searches. Many advertisers
unwillingly or unknowingly make the
mistake of allowing the search engines
to do all the “work” for them. They allow
the engines to automatically match their
shorter keywords to more specific, longer
searches by their customers. Because
this creates much more competition for
these phrases, advertisers are spending
more on matching their general search
terms to more specific searches.
3. Additionally,
non-exactly
matched
keywords tend to convert at about half
the rate of more precisely matched
keywords. Ads that are more broadly
matched to specific queries convert at a
much lower rate because they provide a
lower quality experience for the searcher.
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Ad copy is not as focused on what the
searcher is looking for (typically resulting in fewer bolded terms and failure to
echo the users search
request). If a user does
click on these more
Allowing the engine to
general results, they’re
select which terms your
typically also met with
site should appear on is
a more general landing
tantamount to handing over
page when they land
your credit card. Broadly
on the site – further
matching your keyword
reducing the likelihood
term list to more speof a conversion.
What’s the best
way to build out
keywords?

cific search queries on the
engines reduces conversion
rates by 50% on those
more broadly matched
keyword terms.

Focus on the long tail.
Your customers typically
have some idea of travel plans before starting
their search.

1. Think about all the destinations, departure points, packages, routes, etc. that
you have to offer. At the very least, you
should develop at least 3-5 combinations
for each offering.
2. A robust selection of terms should cover
all of the ways that people search for
you, so that you match as specifically
to the search query as possible, in order
to take advantage of the opportunity to
match exactly and increase your chances
of a conversion.
3. Don’t just think about the city and the
word “hotel” or “flight” or “vacation
package.” Think geographic areas within
the city. Popular neighborhoods. Associated tourist attractions. Flight routes.
Flight destinations that are geo-targeted
to the origination point.

www.rimmkaufman.com
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4. Think of all the ways that customers
might search for your establishment. For
instance, a hotel in Times Square might
be “Times Square hotel,” “Hotel in Times
Square,” “Times Sq NY Hotels,” etc. Taking the time to build out variations will
save you in click costs and help drive
more customers.

Google Instant and
Bing/Yahoo: The Long Tail
Still Matters
Despite what you may have read, the long
tail still matters on Google. Google Instant
search has not
had a substantive
effect on the traffic
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for differentiated bidding by match type
provide advertisers with tools that they need
to better control the ads that are served
and help ensure maximum ROI at the
keyword level.
Further, Google Places seems to have further emphasized the need for a robust term
list, as it focuses search results around local
listings – necessitating the development of
keywords for each relevant, local geography.
The added attention paid to your keyword
term list will pay dividends on all search
engines, but it now delivers even more value
on the new Search Alliance results that
appear on Yahoo & Bing. Since last year,
the aggregation of the data between the
two search sites has created a more rich set
of data across the long tail – which means
that smarter bid decisions can be made for
more specific terms. A robust term list can
take advantage of the greater granularity
to which you can now view the data.
The bottom line is clear: continuing to
align your keyword term list with the ways
that your customers are searching for you
will always yield dividends for your paid

LEARN MORE TODAY. CONTACT

Ryan Gibson, Vice President of Marketing
Ryan@rimmkaufman.com
www.rimmkaufman.com
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Keeping Up with the Google
Search Results Page
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The Google search engine results page has undergone a bevy of
changes in the past year affecting both the organic and paid results
in form and function.   It’s been difficult keeping up with the unprecedented level of beta tests, tweaks, white lists, name changes and
enhancements. We’ve even found the folks at Google a bit confused
by it all, so it’s understandable that more casual observers aren’t
fully up to speed. We hope to help with that with a breakdown of
the major changes below.
Why all of the activity at Google? While
Bing isn’t quite nipping at their heels when
it comes to search share, it does appear
to have pushed Google to up its game.
Perhaps most memorably, Google gave
users the ability to set a Bing-like background image in June, an option they
forced on everyone for a single day test
that was ultimately ended early due to a
slew of user complaints.
Google is also clearly motivated to
maintain and extend its dominance in mobile search and stay off any encroachment
from the social sphere, i.e. Facebook. In

the shorter term, Google has high revenue
expectations it needs to hit and, although it
continues to branch out into new markets,
the vast majority of its income is still generated by its Search Engine Results Page. If
they want to continue to see 23% year over
year growth, as they did in Q3 ‘10, they are
going to need to milk it for all it’s worth, at
least until some of their other investments
start paying off in earnest.
So without further delay, let’s review
some of the major changes Google has
made to its SERP in the past year or so with
a quick take on each.

LEARN MORE TODAY. CONTACT

Mark Ballard, Senior Research Analyst
mark@rimmkaufman.com
www.rimmkaufman.com
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Paid Listings:

> 4 Product Listing Ads (PLAs) Product

> 1 Product Extensions Launched in

Listing Ads were formally introduced in
November 2009 under a CPA model run
through the Google Affiliate Network. In
the Fall of 2010, Google began gradually
migrating PLAs to AdWords where a CPC
option is available.
> 5 Seller Ratings Seller rating extensions introduced an out-of-five star rating
to AdWords ads for highly rated merchants
(4+ Stars). Google compiles the ratings
from multiple sources including its own
Google Checkout reviews.
> 6 Call Metrics In testing early 2010,
but expanded in November, AdWords Call
Metrics displays a unique number in your
ad to allow improved tracking of users who
prefer to conduct their business by phone.
This service is powered by Google Voice
technology and works for both desktop and
mobile devices, where a click on the phone
number can initiate the call.
> 7 Background Color On the seemingly
trivial end of things, we noted in July, 2010
that the background color for Sponsored
Links was changed from a pale yellow

November, 2009 and formerly referred to
as “Plus-Box Ads,” Product Extensions link
your AdWords account to your Google Merchant Center feed to trigger a drop-down
menu under your ad containing images and
links to individual products. Click costs are
charged at the same CPC as the main ad.
> 2 Location Extensions Originally
launched in July, 2009, Location Extensions
tie an AdWords campaign to your Google
Places Account (formerly Local Business
Center) to trigger your ad to show with a
relevant business address and map. In July,
2010, Google launched enhancements to
Location Extensions, including the ability to
show multiple addresses in a geographic area.
> 3 Ad Sitelinks Originally launched in
November, 2009, Sitelinks allowed advertisers to provide users with deeper or
just different links into their site on two
lines under their main ad listing. In June,
2010 a one line format was introduced and
Sitelinks were extended to all campaigns,
not just those that pre-qualified.

the Rimm-Kaufman Group
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to a pale purple. Anecdotally, on our LCD
computer monitors at RKG the new purple
color appeared to blend into the background
diminishing the distinction between the paid
and organic listings.

Natural Listings:
8 Google Instant Google Instant
received the most fanfare of the changes to
Google’s SERP in the past year, but the impact on paid search performance has been
minimal. Introduced in September to desktop
browsers and expanded to mobile devices
in November, Instant updates both paid and
natural listings as the user types their query.
> 9 Instant Previews Instant Previews
added a magnifying glass to natural search
listings that triggers a visual preview of the
relevant sections of the target result page.
> 10 Background Image Again, probably the most notorious example of Google
taking direction from Bing, a home page
background image was forced on users for
less than a day and is now opt-in only.
>

> 11 Caffeine Largely a behind the scenes

change, Google updated its web indexing
system to Caffeine in June. Google claims
Caffeine provides “50 percent fresher results,”
a curiously round number, but an indication
that they are intent to stay ahead of the curve
as internet content grows at an accelerated
pace, particularly from the social web.
> 12 Left-hand Navigation Arguably the
biggest change Google has made recently
was the addition of a left-hand navigation
menu in May, 2010, a feature already in place
on Bing. Much of this nav functionality was
available previously, but far less conspicuous.
> 13 Place Search Local search has
gained ever increasing importance as the
engines have gotten better at determining
user intent and location and seemingly everyone has picked up a mobile device with
full web browsing functionality. In October,
2010, Google revamped its display of local
results as Place Search including the addition of a map on the right rail above the
Sponsored Links.
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The Four Principles of
Highly Persuasive Websites

Have you ever had the pleasure of buying
something from a truly gifted salesperson?
The kind that somehow turn the normally
pain-inducing act of parting with your hardearned cash into a truly enjoyable experience? The kind that somehow manage to
make you like them while the rational part
of your brain is telling you you’re being sold?
These people fascinate me. Their ability to
artfully weave their social skills and knowledge of human nature together to achieve
a desired outcome astounds me. As an
introvert, I can only watch in admiration as
they work, knowing I could never do what
they do.
At the same time, I’ve always been
fascinated by the mechanics of how we can
stack the odds in our favor in our dealings
with others. In fact, my professional career
has largely focused on how we can apply
the principles of persuasion in an online
setting. I’ve borrowed from various frameworks to describe online user psychology
over the years.
But none have struck me as powerfully
as the principles I recently discovered in
an eye-opening book called “Influence: The
Psychology of Persuasion” by Dr. Robert
Cialdini. In it, Dr. Cialdini states that there
are six fundamental psychological principles
that can be harnessed by anyone aiming to
influence someone else. With respect to Dr.
Cialdini, this article is my attempt to distill a
few of the key takeaways from his book for
online marketers.
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Reciprocity – You
scratch my back…
The Idea: Receiving a gift creates a sense

of obligation on the part of the recipient to
repay the debt. Quite often the reciprocated
effort far exceeds the value of the initial gift.
An offline example is the trend for charities
to include return address labels and other
gifts along with their solicitation letters.
They do this knowing full well that donors
receiving these gifts are much more likely
to respond and donate greater amounts
than they would otherwise.
How to Apply It Online: Give stuff away.
This is counterintuitive to most business
instincts. Obviously you don’t want to go
broke giving things away. It’s important that
the gifted item have a high perceived value,
but ideally a low cost to the merchant. Digital goods are ideal, as there is no variable
cost to distribute them once produced. Free
subscriptions, exclusive access to a private
members club, or even exclusive discounts
can be utilized in this way.
But providing a hard good “free gift” in
the box is another great way to evoke the
reciprocity principle. A while back, a client
of ours selling a low-cost commodity item
started putting a few pieces of candy in
every box. He was amazed to hear his call
center reps start talking about how many
people called just to say thank you. His
repurchase rates increased as well.
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Another pet supply retailer client of ours
includes pet treats in each shipment – dog
cookies, pouches of catnip or other petspecific treats based on what’s ordered.
Customers are surprised and delighted to
find these special gifts. These small gestures
make a big impression, resulting in favorable
comments, positive brand perception and
increased customer loyalty. It might be hard
to run an ROI analysis on this type of effort,
but done well it can make a huge difference.

Social Proof – He Said,
She Said
The Idea: In this age of social media when

Twitter has a multibillion dollar valuation and
there’s a blockbuster movie about an otherwise unremarkable guy who made a social
media site, it should come as no surprise that
we’re heavily influenced by what others think.
How to Apply It Online: The easiest
examples of using social proof mechanisms
online are ratings and reviews. Executed well,
we’ve seen dramatic gains in conversion
from adding ratings and reviews to a site. In
2007, NetShops found that reviewed products experienced a 26% lift in sales. Petco let
users sort products by rating and saw sales
increase 41% per visitor. And Bass Pro Shops
revealed that users who viewed Top Rated
products had a 59% higher conversion rate.
That may not be Mark Zuckerberg money,
but it’s not chump change either.

Likeability–
Attractiveness Works
The Idea: It’s a known secret that people

prefer to do business with individuals they
know and like. Likeability is therefore a major
determinant in persuasion. But how do you
make a website likeable? Research has
proven that, among other factors, physical
attractiveness plays an uncomfortably large
role in creating favorable impressions (yes,
we’re that shallow).
We know this works in the offline world.
You may recall that a major pharmaceutical
company found itself in hot water a few
years ago when it was revealed that they
were hiring former college cheerleaders for
sales positions. Although they tried to claim
they were hiring these women for their spirit
(seriously) the brutal reality is that, for better or worse, attractive people make better
salespeople.
How to Apply It Online: Make your site
visually appealing. How do you know if
your site is attractive? I like to show people
different sites for 1-2 seconds and ask them
to vote for which one they’d transact with.
So have people glimpse a screen shot of your
site and an equivalent page from a competitor’s site (ideally a profitable competitor) and
then choose which they like best based only
on their first impression.
Research has shown that users start
responding to a new web site in as little

www.rimmkaufman.com
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as 1/20th of a second. More importantly,
the perceptions they form in that initial
impression significantly impact the likelihood that they’ll ultimately transact with
that company. So the insights you can gain
from a basic “first impression” test can be
profound. Fortunately there are great tools
for doing this online. FiveSecondTest.com
and UserTesting.com are great places to
start. If your site is regularly losing these
match-ups, you may want to consider a
digital makeover.

How to Apply It Online: Use legitimate
trust symbols, testimonials and other
credibility-building elements strategically.
The fledgling financial services company
that gets written up in the Wall Street Journal would be foolish not to leverage the
goodwill and credibility associated with
the Wall Street Journal brand. Likewise,
the strategic placement of security and/
or privacy icons adjacent to “high anxiety”
inputs on forms (think credit card number
and email address) can have a dramatic
impact on cart completion and newsletter
signup rates.

Authority – Clinical
Research Shows…
The Idea: We are deferential to authority

figures. For example, did you question my
claim above about research proving that
physical attractiveness contributes to likeability and sales effectiveness? If you’re
like most people, probably not. You likely
assumed that because I’m an author and
associated with RKG that I must know what
I’m talking about, so you gave me the benefit of the doubt.
To be clear, there is plenty of good
research to back up that claim (Google:
attractive salespeople). But I didn’t have to
present the research, or even footnote it, in
order for it to have the desired effect. Such
is the power of authority that often the
mere appearance or symbols of authority
are all that’s needed to realize its benefits.

Finally, a Caveat
These principles could easily be twisted
and used to manipulate people. Let me
make clear that is not my goal. I believe
it’s both morally wrong and bad business to
trick or otherwise mislead people into doing
something they wouldn’t otherwise do. My
aim is for you to use these psychological
tools to create better experiences for you
and your customers.
I’ve really only scratched the surface here.
My hope is that you’ll be intrigued enough
to go out and read the whole book on your
own. After all, it comes with a free gift, it’s
very highly rated and attractive, the author
has a PhD, and there’s only one copy left on
Amazon. Operators are standing by…

Check out the author’s site at www.influenceatwork.com for more information.

GUEST AUTHOR

Lance Loveday, CEO, Closed Loop Marketing
info@closed-loop-marketing.com
www.closed-loop-marketing.com
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Bringing Them Back:
A Primer on Retargeting

The vast majority of users who visit a
website will not take a desired action – such
as a purchase, an email signup, or a catalog
request – before they leave. Often they won’t
return; this is especially true if they arrived
on the site via competitive marketing channels, such as PPC. They represent a base of
users who have previously expressed interest
in your products or services, but for whatever
reason did not convert.
The goal of a retargeted ad campaign is
to bring these users back to the site. At its
most basic, retargeting – sometimes called
remarketing – involves showing display ads
to those specific users who have previously
performed some action on your website,
whether that is merely visiting the site, placing an item in the shopping cart, or viewing
an item. By showing ads to these users, you
can increase the likelihood that they will
eventually return and convert.
How Does Retargeting Work?

In order for an ad serving platform to show
ads to users that have previously visited the
site, those users must first be identified and
tracked. To do this, the site must cookie
those users for identification later, typically
through retargeting tracking tags that are
placed on each page of the site.
Different tags can be placed on different
pages to identify more than a single kind of
event. For instance, it is possible to target
users who have previously placed an item in
the shopping cart but did not convert, while
targeting users who did not place an item in
the shopping cart with a different message.
As those users browse other sites on the web,
sites which display advertisements can call
upon ads provided by the retargeting display
platform, which will then serve retargeted
ads specifically directed at those users.

A more advanced form of retargeting not
only allows a site to display ads to previous
visitors, but to also display ads which dynamically contain images, names, prices, and
other information about the specific items
or categories which the user viewed prior to
leaving the site. These ads lead to higher levels
of user engagement given their dynamic
nature and extremely tailored content.
Measuring Value

Because retargeted ads are shown to users
who have already expressed interest in your
site – by virtue of having visited it, arriving
through whatever means – it is impossible to
accurately assess the value of the program
on a simple CPA basis. This is true for both
click-through and view-through conversions,
either of which can come from users who
would have returned to the site anyway –
even without the help of a display ad.
The number of repeat visits to a site that
a user might make prior to placing an order
naturally varies by client, and depends on factors such as price, product category, etc. We’ve
seen, among our Attribution Management
clients, anywhere from an average of 2 visits
per order to 10 visits; more if you count users
who visit a site directly by typing in an address.
Since a retargeted click or impression
can take place anywhere in that path after
the first visit, giving credit to that click or
impression is often giving credit where it is
undeserved. The user may not have noticed
the retargeted ads at all, or may have been
planning on returning to the site through a
bookmark and merely used the display ad as
a convenient navigational aid.
Measuring View-Through Value

An appropriate way of measuring the true incremental value of a display program is through

www.rimmkaufman.com
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A/B testing, which can help establish the
value of a view-through conversion. By using
a robust ad serving platform, it is possible to
serve a set percentage of your user base – say,
90% -- retargeted ads for your site, while the
remaining percentage are consistently shown
a generic, public service announcement-style
ad, which links to a site such as the Red Cross.
At the end of the test (once enough
impression and conversion data is collected
to be statistically significant), compare the
view-through conversion rate of the “real” ad
with the conversion rate of the PSA. You’ll
find that the PSA ad has many view-through
conversions associated with it: these are the
users who would have returned to purchase
regardless of the display campaign.
By using this conversion rate as a
baseline, you can determine how many
more users returned to your site due to
the presence of the “real” ad. The value
of those orders represents what you have
gained through the program, and should be
measured against the costs incurred.
Measuring Click-Through Value

Since the likelihood of a user clicking on the
control PSA ad is small – and even if they
did click, they would not find themselves on
your website, able to make a purchase – A/B
testing of the sort described earlier is not an
option in the case of click-through conversions. Measuring the value of these conversions is especially important, given that they
are typically afforded great weight by display
providers regardless of other visits to the site
that a user may have made.
We gain a clearer picture of the value of
these click-through conversions if we have
access to additional information about each
user’s interaction with the website. By see-

ing the date and time of all of a user’s visits –
and the marketing channel the person used
to arrive – we can judge whether the display
click was an integral part of their purchase,
or merely a happy coincidence.
For example, we might find that there are a
number of orders where the user visited the
site some number of days ago, and then did not
immediately return. Immediately before their
eventual purchase, however, they were shown,
and clicked on, a retargeted display ad. Those
clicks should be assigned greater credit for the
order than, say, a click on an ad that was the
day of the order, and sandwiched between two
other, unrelated, marketing touches.
Taking a look at the path each user took
to conversion is also valuable in the context
of view-through conversions, but merely
registering an impression is not as compelling evidence for user interaction and
impact than a click, so keep that in mind.
Credit Where it’s Due

Retargeting can be a valuable addition to a
company’s marketing mix, bringing back engaged, interested customers back to the site.
Current technology allows for easy implementation with the help of a display provider, who
can generate dynamic ads on the fly, engage
in real-time bidding (RTB), and use other
advanced techniques to generate incremental
conversions from an important pool of users.
It’s important, of course, to accurately
judge the success of such a program. Many
advertisers and providers will attribute
credit to a retargeted click or impression,
when in reality that interaction was long ago,
surrounded by other marketing touches, or
otherwise not the primary impetus behind
the purchase. Retargeting is worth testing
– just test it right!

LEARN MORE TODAY. CONTACT

Andrew Morgan, Director of Product Development
andrew@rimmkaufman.com
www.rimmkaufman.com
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RFPs and Dating

At least once a week Dear Abby gets a letter like this:
Dear Abby,
I just broke up with a guy who seemed great at first but a few months later he barely paid
any attention to me and finally I caught him cheating. He was handsome and a smooth talker,
but ended up being a rat. This is the fourth guy who’s done this to me in the last two years.
Are there no good men out there?
– Brokenhearted in Texas
Abby’s response is generally along the lines of:
Dear Brokenhearted,
If you want to meet a different type of guy you’ll have to look in different places and look for
different qualities than you have been. If you’ve met a bunch of lousy guys in singles bars,
stop going to the singles bars, yadda yadda…

We see advertisers make this same mistake
when they’re picking agencies. They go
through an RFP process, pick the agency
with the slickest presentation and smoothest
salespeople and end up disappointed with
the results. Then, they go through the exact
same process, using the exact same criteria
to pick the next agency. Remarkably, they
end up with the same results.
Oftentimes, this happens against the better judgment of the day-to-day marketing
managers for the program in question. The
day-to-day folks know enough to separate
the wheat from the chaff, but the senior
management folks who get drawn into the
process end up making the decision despite
the fact that they know little about the field.
And, they’re swayed by smoke and mirrors.
Senior management also prefers to
“choose IBM”. Perhaps because they don’t
know the space they find comfort in picking

the largest, the best known, the Forrester
favorites, etc. “Choosing IBM” is safe because
they’re famously solid. Maybe they’re not the
perfect fit for every job, perhaps they’re not
the best choice, but you can be certain that
they’re very good. But that’s a problem in
paid search and in online marketing in general; there are no IBMs.
It depends on the team.

I’ve heard it said of many of the largest firms
in paid search: “They do a good job if you
get the right team on your account.” That
is an incredibly revealing remark, when you
think about it. Can you imagine that being
said of a top accounting firm, or law firm, or
engineering firm?
To me it suggests four weaknesses:
1. They must take an artistic approach to paid
search rather than a scientific approach. A
sound bid management system will hit the

www.rimmkaufman.com
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efficiency targets no matter how badly
the account manager has done their job.
The program will be smaller than it should
be — potentially dramatically smaller —
absent quality account management, but
keyword level performance data shouldn’t
look crazy if the bid management system
works. Erratic performance data strongly
implies rules-based bidding, position bidding, or hand bidding done poorly.
2. Their hiring and training processes must
be spotty. In any firm there will be some
variation in talent and knowledge among
account managers, and even great
analysts have their own strengths and
weaknesses, but the variance shouldn’t
be huge in a solid agency.
3. They likely have retention problems. We’ve
heard the lament from many firms that
they can’t hold on to their analysts for
any length of time. It’s tough to provide
consistently high quality service if you
can’t keep the seasoned pros; there is a
long learning cycle, so employee churn is
extremely damaging.
4. They must not have much oversight in
place. How can an account go south
for any length of time? Where is the
oversight? A great deal of time and
thought must go into developing checks
and balances to make sure each account
represents the firm’s best work. Spotty
results indicates short comings in quality
control practices.
The point is this: the so called “safe
choices” don’t exist in our industry, not
yet at least. As such the agency selection
process must be revised. Advertisers must
ask the penetrating questions that defy
superficial responses, and they must check
references thoroughly. Will the contenders
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give references from former clients? Do the
references they give know their stuff? Do
they evaluate success the same way your
firm does?
Those advertisers who find themselves
disappointed with a service agency should
think very hard about how they chose their
existing firm, and how they can change
their process and evaluation criteria to pick
a better firm next time around.
Advertisers would be wise to adopt the
philosophy: “Fooled me once, shame on you.
Fooled me twice, shame on me.”

The Penetrating Questions:
What You Should Ask in Any
Online Marketing RFP
Picking the right online marketing firm
is difficult. The quality of service and performance varies wildly, but the marketing
materials often make it difficult to separate
the experts from the pretenders.
Strangely, the process is much more akin
to hiring a law firm or an accounting firm
than it is to hiring an ad agency. More like
hiring an engineering firm than an architect;
a football coaching staff rather than a band
director; an historian rather than a novelist.
It’s not that the job doesn’t demand creativity, it’s that the creativity must be exercised
within some very well understood limitations of reality and what actually works.
Where ad agencies might have radically
different ideas about how to market your
brand — a talking gecko to sell insurance,
for example — search marketing is far more
about algorithms and execution of well
understood principles. You want to hire the
firm that has a track record of success, a
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sterling reputation and a fair fee structure.
Here are some cut and dry questions that
slice through the malarkey of sales pitches
and give a real glimpse into how each firm
you’re considering approaches search.

General Business
What fraction of your clients are in
my vertical?
(Retail, Financial Services, Travel, etc.)
What fraction of your employees work in
client services vs marketing?
This can be highly revealing. Firms with a
large ratio of client service staff to marketing have built their businesses on retaining
clients. Firms with a lower ratio may provide
less service, or expect more client attrition, or
are seeking rapid growth. The latter can compromise quality, as hiring and training quality
analysts takes time. As a benchmark, our CS
to Sales ratio is 10 to 1, but we’re nuts. 5 to 1
is probably still okay.
How much money does your tenth largest
client spend per month? How many
keywords comprise your tenth largest
keyword list?
Size isn’t everything, but this will help get a
sense of whether your account will be among
their biggest, or nowhere close. If their tenth
largest client is tiny, that’s a bad sign. If their
tenth largest client is several orders of magnitude larger than you, that might indicate
that you’re not going to be a very big fish in
this pond which can be reassuring, but might
mean you’re ignored.
What types of clients fit best with your
agency and what types of clients aren’t
right for your agency?

How do you rank the following elements
of paid search in importance?
Account Structure
Ad Copy
Bidding
Data Analysis
Keywords
Landing Pages
Match-Types and Negatives
Quality Score
RKG has strong opinions about how these
should be ranked for most advertisers to
generate the greatest ROI, but that may not
be your measure of success. If you don’t like
their ranking then you may not like their approach to search.

Keyword Construction
Does your agency build and maintain
the keyword list or is that your clients’
responsibility?
Almost every agency will say they build and
maintain the list, but many don’t do it well
and only maintain the list if goaded, so a
couple follow up questions are needed.
How do you build the list initially?
If they talk about software packages like
Hitwise, or their own trademarked “solution”,
be concerned. Machines do a lousy job of
keyword creation. Automated processes for
building out product/SKU level variations is
essential, but the core of the list should be
generated by a human controlled process
How much keyword list maintenance is
required on an account like ours?
A good answer here will depend a great
deal on your business. A retailer with huge
product turnover A really good answer might
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conclude with “…but we’ll see. At some
point we may find that keyword additions
and maintenance doesn’t add much value
and we should focus on other things then.”

Bidding
Many firms claim to have the most advanced
bidding system, and will wear out their
thesaurus describing their “cutting-edge”,
“world class”, “enterprise level” systems.
Below are some questions that should cut
through the bluster.
Who built your bidding system?
You might find out that the “world class
technology” they tout is in fact rented from
some other company. That’s a bad sign,
indicating that this agency has outsourced
one of the two most important pieces of
their service offerings. They might be okay,
but by definition, they’re not leaders. If
they built their own system, do the architects have the kind of statistics and direct
marketing credentials needed for building a
top-notch system?
Is the foundation of the system built on
finding the right position on the page,
or bidding what the advertiser can afford to pay for traffic on each term?
Don’t let them get away with “both”. Either
they’re letting your competition determine
the bids or they’re letting your economics
determine the bids. We believe in the latter, but if you’re looking for an agency to
do position bidding, make sure that’s what
they do.
How granular is the bidding: Ad Group
level, Keyword level, or Ad level?
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For a major program, you need the most
granular bidding, ad level, to differentiate
between multiple versions of keywords that
might be running on different match types,
different syndication settings or different
geographies.
How does the system handle low
traffic ads?
Don’t expect them to share their algorithm,
but they aught to be able to explain the
concept without giving away trade secrets.
How does it handle seasonal effects,
short term promotions (10% off cashmere sweaters this week only!) etc?
A bad answer will sound like “oh, our
algorithms recognize the slightest changes
in performance and react accordingly.”
Sounds great, but what it means is they’re
focused far too much on the most recent
results and given the spiky nature of PPC
the result will be whipsaw bidding and poor
performance.

Data Analysis
Can your agency report on performance
data rolled up in different ways, eg: by
product sub-category, or by manufacturer, or by the type of landing page, or
by other ad hoc rules?
Could your team pull that kind of report
together in an hour?
Every agency will say “yes” to the first
question, but many will do so with trepidation. Cross-cutting views of data requires
flexible data structures to do easily. If they
don’t have flexible data structures, if the
only data structure available is the account
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structure — which isn’t flexible at all — cross
dimensional analysis is incredibly painful and
slow. The point isn’t that you get the report
you want faster, the point is that if this kind
of analysis is hard for them to do, you can
bet your last dollar they don’t do this type of
analysis on their own, nor can their bidding
system be terribly advanced.
Who would do this type of analysis: my
daily contact, or some other team?
If the answer is “a separate team” that’s bad.
Doing data analysis in the absence of detailed account knowledge causes problems.
Those doing the analysis don’t know that
you were pushing certain brands because
of manufacturer discounts or co-op dollars,
or that there was a huge promo two weeks
ago on ski jackets, or whatever. Not knowing
the details makes analysis less valuable and
potentially dangerous.

The Reference Calls
Almost any agency can find two or three
happy clients to serve as references. Your
job is to figure out whether they’re happy for
the right reasons, or whether they just don’t
know any better.
Ask the happy client: “What criteria do
you use to evaluate your search vendor?”
You may find that they judge their vendor
strictly by how well and quickly the vendor
completes task lists, or how slick their reporting interface is. If they don’t talk about
keyword level performance, data analysis, etc,

that may mean that those critical differentiators aren’t what this particular advertiser
cares about.
Other than this agency, which others
have you worked with?
An answer of “none” isn’t necessarily bad,
but those who can compare and contrast
agencies often have more valuable perspectives to share.
Do the client references get search? Do
they think about search the way you do?
The highest compliment to an agency is if
clients who really understand the game are
pleased with the service they get.
Don’t be afraid to ask for more references
with specific attributes — I’d like to speak
with an internet pure-play selling low-margin
products who’s focused on ROI, er whatever
— that will allow you to speak with folks who
think like you. If they struggle to find a client who fits your criteria it may mean they
don’t have any — maybe that’s okay with you,
maybe not — or worse, they have them but
don’t want you to speak to them!
As the SEM space matures, the quality of
management firms should improve to the
point that you can’t go far wrong. Reputations and track records will be more widely
known, third party rankings will become
somewhat meaningful and the cream will rise
to the top. That process is in its early stages,
so be vigilant, ask hard questions and use the
answers to separate wheat from chaff.

LEARN MORE TODAY. CONTACT

George Michie, Co-Founder and CEO
george@rimmkaufman.com
www.rimmkaufman.com
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For more information contact RKG Today

Cady Condyles, Director of Marketing
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